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MATERIALS: 

 Course Textbook: Environmental Science: Inquiry & Applications, Eight Edition.  2015. W.P. 

Cunningham and M.A. Cunningham.  McGraw Hill, New York.  ISBN 978-0-07-803607-1 

 The Story of Stuff.  2007.  A story by Annie Leonard includes a 20-minute documentary movie.  

Official website and free movie access at http://storyofstuff.org/movies/story-of-stuff/  

RATIONALE AND LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

In an increasingly urbanized society, individuals often give little regard to the origins of the food they 

consume aside from their local supermarkets or restaurants.  This disconnect between urban/suburban 

communities and their natural world is largely a byproduct of industrialization and the gap continues to 

widen in many societies.  As a result, individuals can easily become sensitized to the erosion of natural 

ecological processes which are beneficial to the stability, sustainability and well-being of their 

communities. 

This curriculum plan addresses the following college-wide learning outcomes:  

 Learning Outcome #6: Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of 

humans on the environment. 

 Learning Outcome #7: Demonstrate knowledge of ethical thinking and its application to issues 

in society. 

 Learning Outcome #10: Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of 

humans on the environment. 

SUMMARY: 

 This is a capstone project which will synthesize information from several lectures in EVR 1001.  

The Urban Oasis Project at Verde Gardens will be used as a case study woven into the fabric of 

course lectures and discussions.  The specific lectures most aligned with this capstone project 

correspond with the following chapters in the course textbook: 

o Chapter 1, Understanding our Environment 

o Chapter 2, Environmental Systems: =Matter, Energy, and Life 

o Chapter 4, Human Population 

o Chapter 7, Food and Agriculture 

o Chapter 11, Water: Resources and Pollution 

http://storyofstuff.org/movies/story-of-stuff/


o Chapter 14, Solid and Hazardous Waste 

o Chapter 16, Environmental Policy and Sustainability 

 One class meeting, corresponding to the lecture on Food and Agriculture, will be dedicated to a 

field trip at Verde Gardens which is located 5.1 miles from the MDC Homestead Campus.  

Students will be exposed to various aspects of organic agriculture which include irrigation, crop 

diversity, plant nutrients, pest and disease management and the logistics of farm-to-table 

operations. 

 Students will also be given service learning opportunities at Verde Gardens to gain deeper 

insight into this case study. 

 The Story of Stuff movie will be shown during the lecture on Solid and Hazardous Waste.  Verde 

Gardens will gain be used as case study when talking about the impacts of conventional 

agriculture and it dependency on the petro-chemical industry. 

 

STUDENT ASSIGNMENT: 

 Students will work in small groups (4-5 students) that examine factors the impact the long-term 

sustainability of local agriculture.  Students will consider the benefits and problems associated 

with both organic and conventional agriculture.  Small groups will have students taking the roles 

of facilitator, note-taker and spokesperson, and students will evaluate the participation of their 

peers with a basic rubric.  Finding of the groups will be presented in a 15-minute oral 

presentation that can include PowerPoint slides.  These presentations will be scheduled during 

the final lecture periods of the class before final exams. 

 

 

 

 


